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J.E.B. Pinney, Stafi Attorney \% 
February 24,201 0 

SUBJECT: Case No. 2008-00203 
An Investigation Into the Traffic Dispute Between Windstream Kentucky 
East, LLC, Brandenburg Telephone Company and MCIMetro Access 
Transmission Services, LLC d/b/a Verizon Access 

On February 2, 201 0, representatives from Windstream Kentucky East, LLC 
(“Wind st ream ”) , Brand en b u rg Telephone Com pa n y (I‘ B rand en b u rg ”) , and M C I Metro 
Access Transmission Services, LLC d/b/a Verizon Access (“Verizon”) met with 
Commission Staff at the Commission’s office for an informal conference. A copy of a 
list of the attendees is attached. 

The informal conference was divided into two parts. The first part addressed the 
procedural issues surrounding the remaining issues in Case No. 2008-00203 dealing 
with what payment, if any, is due Windstream. All three parties participated in this 
portion of the conference. The second part addressed the status of negotiations 
between Verizon ar?d Brandenburg relating to a traffic exchange agreement. Only 
Verizon and Brandenburg participated in this portion of the conference. 

Commission Staff invited Windstream to speak first because the conference was 
scheduled at Windstream’s behest. Windstream asserted that it believed that enough 
information was in the record for the Commission to reach a decision regarding 
payment to Windstream. Windstream proposed that the information be updated and 
stated that, if needed, testimony could be filed. 

Verizon had no comment on Windstream’s proposal. Brandenburg said its 
acceptance of Windstream’s proposed procedure would depend upon how Windstream 
assigned liability to Verizon and Brandenburg. Brandenburg suggested that it be given 
an opportunity to review Windstream’s testimony and provide Brandenburg and Verizon 
an opportunity to quickly file rebuttal testimony and/or data requests if they deemed it 
necessary. Brandenburg also suggested that parties be allowed to request a hearing 
on specific issues of material fact, if necessary. 

Windstream proposed the simultaneous filing of testimony, establishing a hearing 
date and the opportunity to propound data requests, if a party deemed it necessary. 
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Commission Staff stated that the testimony should be more focused than the 
previously filed testimony in the proceeding. Commission Staff suggested that any 
testimony should state why the party was taking a particular position on liability, what 
rate should be applied, and which party should pay how much, and should dispute any 
alleged inaccuracies in the billing data. 

The parties agreed that they would file a joint procedural schedule with the 
Commission incorporating the points discussed above. 

Windstream elected not to remain for the second half of the conference. 

Commission Staff first asked the parties in what capacity Commission Staff was 
expected to function, as arbitrators or mediators, as that would change the manner in 
which Commission Staff interacted with the parties. Brandenburg stated that it believed 
that the parties had not agreed on the issues and that resolution was unlikely. 
Brandenburg wanted to preserve Commission Staff impartiality and believed that briefs 
and/or a hearing would be necessary to resolve the dispute. Verizon questioned 
whether the negotiations were taking place under a Section 2511252 framework. 
Commission Staff responded that they were not. 

Verizon stated that it thought that it might be possible to resolve the matters and 
presented three separate solutions. "The first solution Verizon offered was to pay to 
build out to Brandenburg's exchange in Radcliff if Brandenburg would agree to pay 
reciprocal compensation at the .0007 rate. Verizon stated that it had a similar 
agreement with AT&T Kentucky and that it would also guard against Virtual NXX . 

The second solution Verizsn offered was to interconnect at Elizabethtown, where 
it had a CLEC affiliate, and then pick up the traffic sent out of Radcliff. Brandenburg 
would get the traffic to Elizabethtown via its CLEC affiliate; this, however, raised issues 
as to whether the CLEC affiliate had sufficient capacity to meet an increase in traffic. 

The third solution would be a meet-point arrangement where the parties would 
split the cost and exchange traffic on a bill-and-keep basis. Brandenburg would agree 
to get its traffic to the meet-point (likely on Brandenburg's network) and Verizon would 
pay the cost to use an ILEC's (either Windstream or AT&T Kentucky) trunk to get to the 
meet-point. 

The parties concluded that the third solution might resolve their dispute and that 
further negotiations among the technical experts were necessary. The parties proposed 
to allow the technical experts to continue discussions and offered to file status updates 
with the Commission regarding the state of the negotiations. 

Thereafter the conference adjourned. 
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